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WHAT CAN BE GLEANED FROM VISITING AN ARTIST’S STUDIO? WE ENTER SUCH SPACES WITH THE HOPE
that the cumulative objects we find will amount to a clearer understanding of the work or
the artist. We become acutely aware of those quotidian mementos, the book
titles, or the way the space looks — pinned photographs, the to-do lists, and
so forth. The hope is that in such observations, we might find a clue; a trace of
the artist’s creative vitality. And when a photographer enters that space, those
moments, mementos and nuances are kept. The in-between becomes eternal;
the idiosyncratic put on record.
Matthew Porter visited Jack Pierson’s studio with those tropes in mind, but he
was headed in another direction. Like Walker Evans, who, in the thirties, documented the South’s commercial photo studios or Paul Outerbridge’s foray into
Man Ray’s space, each in their own way reveals something ephemeral about the
artists’ environments they capture. For Porter, Ugo Mulas’ photographs of David
Smith’s studio in Italy and James Welling’s entree into a German Volkswagen
factory served as guides. We see the tools, punch cards, the halls of a space.
What’s left out of the frame is for us to form.
Pierson keeps a studio in North Brooklyn, a hotbed for industrial space-cumartist studios. “The space was big and impressive,” Porter recalled of his first
impressions upon entering the vast warehouse out of which the artist works. It
wasn’t overly lit or drowned in natural light, as a photographer may wish, but,
he told me, “I didn’t want to show the space.” He explained that the studio was
open: columns standing throughout and the floor strewn with Pierson’s iconic
letters. Busy piles lined the studio with sentences interrupted.
Short phrases and English idioms made up the lion’s share of Pierson’s work
on the walls. Found signage, collected from countless cross-country trips, make
up those words, often bearing the very physical residual traces of American
glamour’s thin veneer. Porter mentions that Pierson said hello and left. After,
Porter and his assistant spent the day wandering the quiet but hive-like studio
making photographs at their own pace. He worked with a large format camera,
paying close attention to what broke the frame and eschewed the conventions
of photographing a studio He added, “There’s a real pleasure in making pictures
in spaces like that.” Of being left alone with nobody looking over his shoulder,
Porter told me, “ It was my favorite kind of process.” In Porter’s photographs,
we have the doubly satisfying insight to the in-between of Pierson’s work, and
Porter’s take on this tradition of one artist visiting another.
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Jack Pierson YOU DON'T OWN ME, 2014
Acrylic, enamel, aluminum and steel — 145 x 117 inches Courtesy of the artist and Cheim & Read, New York
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